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IT'S PRIDE DAY! 

This is an advance reading copy of the 
uncorrected proofs and is not for sale. Changes 
may be made to the text before publication, so  

all quotations for review must be checked 
against the final bound book. 

For more information,  
contact

1-800-210-5277  
media@orcabook.com

A young child and their family are having a wonderful time together 
celebrating Pride Day—meeting up with Grandma, making new friends and 
eating ice cream. But then something terrible happens: their dog gets lost in 
the parade! Luckily, there are lots of people around to help reunite the pup 
with their family. 

This rhyming alphabet board book tells a lively story, with rich, colorful 
illustrations that will have readers poring over every detail as they spot items 
starting with each of the letters of the alphabet. An affirming and inclusive 
book that offers a joyful glimpse of a Pride parade and the vibrant community 
that celebrates this day each year.

 “This engaging introduction to Pride parades 
for the youngest readers successfully testifies to 

the warmth and power of queer community.” 

—Publishers Weekly,  
starred review

 “A sheer delight and will be a welcome 
addition to shelves everywhere. Highly—

and proudly—recommended.” 

—Kirkus Reviews,  
starred review

E is for everyone under the sun.  
F is for feathers, and flags and fun…
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Pride Puppy!
Author: Robin Stevenson Illustrator: Julie McLaughlin   April 16, 2024

A rhyming alphabet board book featuring a family that has lost its dog at a Pride parade.

FORMAT  Board Book   
6 x 5.1"  9781459837423  
28 pages   $10.95

KEY SELLING POINTS
•   New board book edition of this LGBTQ+ inclusive book, where identity is not the focus of the story but queer 

community is centered. 
•   The family is intentionally not gendered. 
•   The author is part of the LGBTQ+ community and has spoken extensively about Pride with kids of all ages. 
•   The busy, bright, dynamic illustrations will keep even the littlest readers poring over the pages of this 

alphabet primer and search-and-find book. 
•   The author’s nonfiction book Pride: Celebrating Diversity & Community (2016) won a Stonewall Honor, and her 

board book Pride Colors garnered starred reviews from SLJ and Kirkus, was shortlisted for the Lambda Award 
and was on ALA’s Rainbow List.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Robin Stevenson is the author of more than twenty-five books for kids and teens, 
including Pride Puppy!, Pride Colors and Kid Activists: True Tales of Childhood from 
Champions of Change. The first edition of her nonfiction book Pride: Celebrating  
Diversity & Community (2016) won a Stonewall Honor and was shortlisted for  
numerous other awards. Robin lives in Victoria, British Columbia.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR
Julie McLaughlin is an award-winning illustrator of numerous children’s books, 
including Pride Puppy, Little Cloud and Why We Live Where We Live, winner of the  
2015 Norma Fleck Award for Canadian Children’s Non-Fiction. Her work with various 
editorial, advertising and publishing clients can be seen around the world. Julie  
grew up on the Prairies and now resides on Vancouver Island.
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PRAISE FOR PRIDE PUPPY!
 “[A] sheer delight and will be a welcome addition to shelves everywhere. Highly—and 
proudly—recommended.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review
 “This engaging introduction to Pride parades for the youngest readers successfully testifies 
to the warmth and power of queer community.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review

PROMOTIONAL PLANS INCLUDE
•   Print and online advertising campaigns
•   Promotion at national and regional school, library and trade conferences
•   Extensive ARC distribution, including NetGalley and Edelweiss
•   Blog and social media promotion
•   Outreach in Orca newsletters

BISACS
JUV060000 JUVENILE FICTION / LGBTQ+
JUV009010 JUVENILE FICTION / Concepts / Alphabet
JUV013090 JUVENILE FICTION / Family / Alternative Family
JUV017080 JUVENILE FICTION / Holidays & Celebrations / Other, Non-Religious
JUV074000 JUVENILE FICTION / Diversity & Multicultural

RIGHTS
Worldwide

AGES 
0–3

PUBLICITY
For more information or a review copy, please contact media@orcabook.com

Order online at orcabook.com or orders@orcabook.com or 1-800-210-5277

@orcabook



for awake, animals and all. for breakfast 

and baby 

and ball.



for car, our old Chevrolet. for dog, dressed up for the day.



for everyone under the sun. for feathers, for flags and for fun.



for Grandma, at our meeting spot.

for hats

and hungry and hot.



for ice cream, sticky and sweet. for joining the crowds on the street.



for kindness and friends that we’re keeping. for leash 
and for loose 

and for leaping! 



for missing! 

We search high and low.

for nearly…

and 
  next 
    time…

and NO!



for oops.  

Our hopes are fading. 



for puppy, proudly parading! 



for queen in a 
   beautiful dress.

for rainbows 

and a really big mess!



for school bus and students with signs. for teachers and toddlers in lines.



for umbrellas with colors so bright.

for VICTORY
                …and holding on tight!



for wags and wide smiles all around.

for exhausted, asleep on the ground.



for yawns as we drive away. for ZZZs at the end of the day.



Text copyright © Robin Stevenson 2021, 2024
Illustrations copyright © Julie McLaughlin 2021, 2024

All rights reserved. 
Published in Canada and the United States in 2024 by Orca Book Publishers.
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CIP available from LAC. Library of Congress Control Number: 2023939181


